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Editorial...
Wishing you all a Very Happy Festival Season.

In response to the call from IMA Hq, to seek intervention of Prime 
Minister for the redressal of the demands of doctors, which were recommended 
by the Inter Ministerial Committee, - a "Dawn to Dusk fast" was observed by 
almost all the branches of IMA MP State. All the branches supported the call of 
Hq, showing the growing awareness, concern and realising the problems being faced by the doctor 
community as a result of the ill conceived policies of the government. Aim of the peaceful agitation 
was to create awareness amongst the doctors and draw attention of the people and government.

In my opinion, a total shut down for 24 hours, across the nation should be called for 
(emergency services to be maintained by Government hospitals and Tertiary hospitals).

Requesting members from all over the state to attend the IMA State conference at Indore on 
4th and 5th of November 2017.

Jai Hind. Jai IMA.

Hkfo";&
vk/kh turk] tehu ij pysxhA
vk/kh turk] gok esa mM+sxhAA

etnwjh&
og R;kSgkj ij] etnwjh dj vk;kA
'kke dekbZ dh] R;kSgkj euk ik;kAA

deZ iFk&
fuxsfVfoVh gVkvks] ikWftfVfoVh ykvksA
izxfr iFk ij] c<+rs gh tkvksAA

dVq&
fcuk lksps] lksp ikukA
jk; cukuk] }s"k c<+kukAA

lhek&
vfr fe=rk ls] gksrh gS [kVkbZA
dsoy fe=rk ls] jgrh gS iVkbZAA

tujs'ku xSi&
cPpk o`) dks] eksckby fl[kk jgk FkkA
ihf<;ksa dk varj] le> esa vk jgk FkkAA

MkW- ujsUnz ukFk ykgk
Xokfy;j ¼e- iz-½

{kf.kdk,¡ Honour of Dr. Laha

Senior Consultant Physician and Literary 
Figure of Gwalior, Dr. N.N. Laha has been selected 
among Top 100 Indian Record Holders by India 

th
Book of Records and was felicitated on 12  
November 2017 at Siri Fort Auditorium, New Delhi 
by the Chief Editors of different Record Books of 
8 different nations in their star studded Mega Event 
'Indian Record Holders at World Stage' in a 
overwhelming gathering of more than 2000 national 
and international Record Holders. 

fiz; lkfFk;ksa]

vki lHkh dks uoo"kZ 2018 dh gkfnZd 'kqHkdkeuk,a A
I thank all the members, senior and my well wishers for their blessings and 

trust in me to serve this wonderful organization. 

vkbZ-,e-,- dh rkdr ds ne ij gh ,u-,e-lh- fcy dks yksdlHkk esa LVsfVax desVh dks fjQj fd;k 
x;k gS A eSa vk'kk djrk gw¡ fd gekjs lq>koksa dks 'kklu xaHkhjrk iwoZd fopkj djsxk vkSj orZeku ,u-,e-lh- fcy esa la'kks/ku djsxk tks 
lekt ds fgr ds lkFk lkFk gekjs vf/kdkjksa dh Hkh j{kk djsxk rkfd ge LoLFk Hkkjr ds lius dks iwjk dj lds A 

bl o"kZ vkbZ-,e-,- e-iz- vkvks Ldwy pysa vfHk;ku dks izkFkfedrk ls ykxw dj jgk gS eSa lHkh 'kk[kkvksa ls vuqjks/k djrk gw¡ os bl 
fn'kk es xaHkhjrk ls dk;Z djs A 

I request the specialist members to join IMA AMS in large numbers. I request members to send us 
interesting  cases, Article for News Bulletin. I am sure under leadership of  new President Dr. Natwar Sharda 
I.M.A. M.P. will reach to New Horizon.

t; vkbZ-,e-,- e-iz-
MkW- vkj-ds- ikBd

Ekkulsoh laiknd
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ECG QUIZ
Dear Colleagues, 

Sometimes ECGs cause false alarms and panic amongst doctors as well as patients resulting in 
unnecessary emergency treatment and admissions .Here is a classical example in a 20 year male with no 

Answer : Early repolarisation. This normal variant is commonly seen in young male persons. There is J 
point elevation less than 3 mm with upwardly concave ST segment elevation – mistaken for Acute 
Pericarditis or even Hyperacute Myocardial Infarct. Commonly seen in chest leads - same pattern 
continues on serial ECGs unlike MI. 

Prof. Dr. R. S. Sharma
MD, DM Cardiology, (AIIMS, New Delhi)

Consultant Cardiologist 
Vice Chancellor, M.P. Medical Science University. 

Congratulations

Dr. Sanjay Londhe, President, 

IMA Indore Branch for receiving 

IMA National President Appreciation 

Award for Best President of Local 
thBranch on 27  December 2017 at IMA 

National Conference at Mumbai, for 

“Anti Quackery Movement” initiated 

by IMA Indore Branch. 

The Indian Medical Association does not support or endorse the claims made by 
manufacturers of the products advertised in this issue. Hony. Editor
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Medico-Legal Corner 
Rights & Responsibilities of the Patients

Dr. Mukul Tiwari 
Chairperson ,Medico legal group IAP 2015-17
Chief Editor –Journal of Indian Medico Legal 
& Ethics Association 2016-17

Rights of the patients:

✦ Right to courtesy & dignity: A patient has the 
right to be treated with courtesy and respect, 
with appreciation of his or her individual 
dignity, and with protection of his or her need 
for privacy. 

✦ Right to information:

✦ A patient has the right to be given by the health 
care provider information concerning 
diagnosis, planned course of treatment, 
alternatives, risks, and prognosis. 

✦ A patient has the right to a prompt and 
reasonable response to questions and requests. 

✦ A patient has the right to know who is 
providing medical services and who is 
responsible for his or her care. 

✦ A patient has the right to know what patient 
support services are available, including 
whether an interpreter is available if he or she 
does not speak language used by the healthcare 
team. 

✦ A patient has the right to know what rules and 
regulations apply to his or her conduct. 

✦ A patient has the right to know if medical 
treatment is for purposes of experimental 
research and to give his or her consent or refusal 
to participate in such experimental research.

✦ A patient who is eligible for Medicare has the 
right to know, upon request and in advance of 
treatment, whether the health care provider or 
health care facility accepts the Medicare 
assignment rates.

✦ Right to refuse treatment: A patient has the 
right to refuse any treatment, except as 
otherwise provided by law. 

✦ Right to estimate of expenses: A patient has the 
right to receive, upon request, prior to 

treatment, a reasonable estimate of charges for 
medical care. Patient also has the right to know 
what charges have been levied upon him.

✦ : A patient has the 
right to receive a copy of a reasonably clear and 
understandable, itemized bill and, upon 
request, to have the charges explained. 

✦ Right to non discrimination: A patient has the 
right to impartial access to medical treatment or 
accommodations, regardless of race, national 
origin, religion, handicap, or source of 
payment.

✦ Right to emergency care: A patient has the right 
to treatment for any emergency medical 
condition that will deteriorate from failure to 
provide treatment. 

✦ Right to express grievance: A patient has the 
right to express grievances regarding any 
violation of his or her rights, through the 
grievance procedure of the health care provider 
or health care facility which served him or her 
and to the appropriate state licensing agency. 

Responsibilities of the Patients:

✦ A patient is responsible for providing to the 
health care provider, to the best of his or her 
knowledge, accurate and complete information 
about present complaints, past illnesses, 
hospitalizations, medications, and other 
matters relating to his or her health. 

✦ A patient is responsible for reporting 
unexpected changes in his or her condition to 
the health care provider. 

✦ A patient is responsible for reporting to the 
health care provider whether he or she 
comprehends a contemplated course of action 
and what is expected of him or her. 

Right to itemized billing
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✦

treatment plan recommended by the health care 
provider. 

✦ A patient is responsible for keeping 
appointments and, when he or she is unable to 
do so for any reason, for notifying the health 
care provider or health care facility. 

✦ A patient is responsible for his or her actions if 
he or she refuses treatment or does not follow 
the health care provider's instructions. 

✦ A patient is responsible for assuring that the 
financial obligations of his or her health care are 
fulfilled as promptly as possible. 

✦ A patient is responsible for following health 
care facility rules and regulations affecting 
patient care and conduct.                       

How to be a Good patient ?
The entire burden of improving the doctor 

patient relationship should not lie on doctors alone 
.Patients can take a step forward to do their bit. Here 
are a few tips 

✦ Learn how to tell your story: Tell your problems 
in a coherent manner instead of weaving a 
spider web and confusing the doctor. Many 
patients tend to start with interpretation, “I 
think I have bronchitis” rather than plain facts, 
“I've been coughing for two weeks.” Use 
concrete examples to explain how illness affects 
your daily life. For example, “I'm getting 
worse” is less helpful than “We've buying milk 
in quarts because I can't lift gallons anymore.” 
Everyday details also help the doctor 
understand how the medical data translates 
into real life.

✦ Study your doctor's individual style. What are 
his/her likes and dislikes, strengths and 
weaknesses? Optimistic or pessimistic? Intense 
or mellow? Organized or absent-minded? 
Cautious or a risk-taker? The more you 
understand how your doctor thinks, the more 
likely you'll know which approaches will work 
and which won't.

✦ Learn about your illness so you can ask the right 
questions and help make decisions. Patients 
who take an active role in their care do better 
and earn more respect from the doctor.  Donald 

A patient is responsible for following the A.B. Lindberg, M.D., Director, National Library 
of Medicine, says “An informed patient is 
always the best, even though that puts more 
pressure on us to keep up to date”.

✦ Accept realistic treatment goals. Many chronic 
diseases can be managed, but not cured. “In this 
age of hype, patients have come to expect the 
impossible, doctors frequently grope in the 
dark, not because they are delinquent in 
learning, but because the science does not reach 
there” says Lown,a renowned DPR analyst. 

✦ Should make wise & informed decision about 
choosing his doctor or the hospital .Having 
done this, full trust and faith should be reposed 
in the doctor. 

✦ Should provide full information about the 
illness, allergies, past illnesses, preferences for 
the kind of medication (syrup/tablets/ 
capsules), family history and all the relevant 
social and family background. 

✦ Should not hesitate to ask as much information 
as he wants and clarify the instructions without 
any hesitation. 

✦ Report immediately in case of any adverse drug 
reactions or other adverse happenings.

✦ Should understand beforehand the risk 
involved in a procedure or operation. 

✦ Should ask the doctor for any alternative or 
choice available. This is his right.

✦ Should know that medical science is a biological 
science and lots of decisions are made on the 
basis of experience and personal judgments. 
Even though the science has advanced many 
things cannot be still fully explained or 
predicted. 

✦ Avoid shopping around with multiple doctors 
and alternative systems. 

✦ Avoid believing in hearsay, rumours and not 
readily believe the facts printed in non-
professional publications. 

✦ Carefully read the consent for any procedure, 
try to understand its implications and ask for 
clarifications, it required. 

✦ Should differentiate between a complication or 
mishap and negligence and not blame the 
doctor for everything that goes wrong. 



Role of CSF-ADA in Differential 
Diagnosis of Meningitis

Sharad Jain, MD
Jabalpur

Meningitis is an acute inflammation of the protective membranes covering the brain 
and spinal cord. The common symptoms are irritability headache pyrexia altered sensorium 
confusion projectile vomitingunconsciousness. Among meningitis, tubercular meningitis is 
known to cause high morbidity and mortality in India and other developing countries. Due to 
lack of early diagnosis, fatality is high in positive cases. Sequel of disease may be distressing 
and disabling significantly in non-fatal cases. The estimated mortality due to tubercular 
meningitis in India is 1.5/lakh population.Literatures have shown that CSF- ADA levels can be 
used as a tool to differentiate tubercular from other types of meningitis.

In developing countries like India tuberculosis is very common. Early diagnosis of Tubercular meningitis and 
therapy during the course of disease can prevent serious neurological manifestations and considerably reduce the 
morbidity and mortality. During routine CSF examination many a times, it is difficult to differentiate between 
Tubercular meningitis and viral meningitis.Most of the tests performed for tuberculosis confirmation are nonspecific. 
The only specific and confirmatory test for tuberculosis is demonstration of tubercle bacilli in smear, AFB culture and 
animal inoculation. AFB is not demonstrable in all cases, culture and animal inoculationtakes 4-6 weeks for results. 
This can delay the treatment and serious complication may develop. There is need of a rapid test for early diagnosis of 
Tubercular meningitis. Diagnostic role of CSF ADA in Tubercular meningitis is useful as found high compared with 
the normal ADA activity. Adenosine deaminase is an enzyme of purine metabolism pathway that catalyzes hydrolytic 
deamination of adenosine to inosine and ammonia. ADA has 2 isoenzymes ADA1 and ADA2. ADA2 is the major 
component (73%) of the activity of total ADA in the serum of healthy persons. ADA has much greater affinity for 
adenosine and found only in lymphocytes, macrophages and monocytes, which release it when stimulated in the 
presence of live organisms. The difference was statistically significant with specificity, in the tubercular meningitis 
compared to non-tubercular meningitis. ADA levels were considerably higher in tubercular meningitis compared to 
viral meningitis and pyogenic meningitis. CSF-ADA level can help in the differentiation of tubercular meningitis 
from non-tubercular meningitis. However, they should be interpreted judiciously in the light of the patient's clinical 
manifestations and the CSF physical, biochemical and microscopic characteristics.

References:

Donald PR, Schoeman JF. Tuberculous meningitis. N Engl J Med 2004;351:1719-20

Choi SH, KimYS, Bae IG, Chung JW, Lee MS, Kang JM, Ryu J, Woo JH. The possible role of cerebrospinal fluid 
adenosine deaminase activity in the diagnosis of tubercular meningitis in adults. ClinNeuroNeurosurg 
2002;104:10-5.

Rajendre Prasad, Anil Kumar, Khanna BK, Mukherji PK, Agarwal SK, Kumar A, Shrivastava VML. Adenosine 
deaminase in cerebrospinal fluid for diagnosis of tubercular meningitis. Ind J Tub 1991;38:99-102. 

Kashyap RS, Kainthla RP, Mudaliar AV, Purohit GJ, Taori GM, Daginawala HF. Cerebrospinal fluid adenosine 
deaminase activity: a complimentary tool on the early diagnosis of tubercular meningitis. Cerebrospinal fluid 
research 2006.
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"The views and opinion expressed in various article in this issue are the authors own views. The 
authenticity of the article is obtained from the author. The Indian Medical Association does not support or 
endorse their views, opinion in anyway."
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OFFICE BEARERS OF I M A MP STATE BRANCH 
FOR THE YEAR 2017-18

PRESIDENT IMM. PAST PRESIDENT

Dr. Natwar Sharda
Mo. 7440443321

E-mail: natwarsardaho@gmail.com

 
Dr. (Major) Pradeep Singh Chandel

Mo. 9303106407
E-mail: drpschandel@yahoo.com

 

PRESIDENT

 

ELECT (2018-19)

 

Dr. Arun Malhotra

 

Mo. 94246 78678

 

E-mail: arun.jbp@gmail.com

 

VICE PRESIDENTS

 

Dr. Rama Kant Nema

 

Mo. 94251 72972

 

E-mail:

 

drramakantnema@yahoo.com

 Dr. Jitendra Bhatnagar

 

Mo. 9425092260

 

E-mail:

 

jetub123@gmail.com

 

STATE SECRETARY

 

TREASURER

 

Dr. Pushpraj Bhatele

 

Mo. 98261 55786 

 

E-mail: drprbhatele@gmail.com

 Dr. Sunil Behl

 

Mo. 94253 23665

 

E-mail: drsunilbehl2011@gmail.com

 

JOINT SECRETARIES

 

Dr. Deepak Sahu

 

Mo. 9425152442

 

E-mail: drdeepaksahu@rediffmail.com

 Dr. Rajeev Gupta

 
  

Mo. 9425004748

 

E-mail:

 

drrajeevgupta1@yahoo.co.in

 

  
 

ZONAL CHAIRMEN

 

 
 Dr. Anil Bhadoria

Mo. 9826044193
E-mail: akbhadoria@yahoo.com

 

BHOPAL ZONE

 

GWALIOR ZONE

 

Dr. S.K. Nigam

 

Mo. 9893250103

 

E-mail: drsknigam@hotmail.com

 
Dr. Ajay Upadhyay

 

Mo. 9826255059

 

E-mail: ajaymch@hotmail.com

 

INDORE

 

ZONE

 

JABALPUR ZONE

 

Dr. Jai Kumar Paryani

 

Mo. 9893090501

 

E-mail: triveniclony@yahoo.co.in
  

Dr. Y. Subba Rao,

 

Mo. 98261 18849

 

E-mail: dr.y.subbarao99@gmail.com
 

REWA
 

ZONE
 

SAGAR ZONE
 

Dr. Nandani Prasad Pathak
 

Mo. 9425185093
 

E-mail: drnppathak58@gmail.com
 

Dr. R. D. Nanhoriya
 

Mo. 9479398836
 

E-mail: rd.nanhoriya@gmail.com
 

UJJAIN ZONE
 

Dr. Anoop Nigam
  

Mo. 98270 90464, 94253 32180
     

E-mail: dranoopnigam@gmail.com 
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CHAIRMAN, IMA AMS  

MP STATE CHAPTER 
HONY. SECRETARY,  IMA AMS  

MP STATE CHAPTER  

Dr. Raj Shekhar Pande 

Mo. 98272 52781 
Dr. Satyendra Jain  

Mo. 94251 52756  
E-mail: drjainsatyendra@gmail.com  

DIRECTOR OF STUDIES, 
I M A C G P MP STATE FACULTY   

HONORARY SECRETARY ,  
I M A C G P MP STATE FACULTY   

Dr. Mukul Tiwari 
Mo. 98273 83008 

E-mail: dr_mtiwari@rediffmail.com  

Dr. Sumit Shukla  
Mo. 98260  10731  

E-mail: drsumit.shukla@gmail.com   
JOINT SECRETARY ,

 
I M A C G P MP STATE FACULTY

 

REPRESENTATIVE TO GOVERNIG
 

COUNCIL I M A C G P HQ
 Dr. Rahul Rokade

 Mo. 99772
 

24770
 E-mail: rahulrokade22@gmail.com

 

Dr. Atul Gupta
 Mo. 94256 74287

 E-mail: atulguptaone@rediffmail.com
 REPRESENTATIVES TO 

 CENTRAL WORKING COMMITTEE
 

ALTERNATE REPRESENTATIVES TO 
CENTRAL WORKING COMMITTEE

 Dr. Natwar Sharda
 Mo. 7440443321 

E-mail: natwarsardaho@gmail.com  
 

Dr. P.N. Tejanker
 Mo. 9826276688  

E-mail: tejanker@gmail.com  
 Dr. Pushpraj Bhatele

 Mo. 98261 55786 

 E-mail: drprbhatele@gmail.com
 

 

Dr. Surendra Bapat

 Mo. 98260 57666

 E-mail: surengbapat@yahoo.com
  

Dr. Arvind Jain

 
Mo. 9425154004

 E-mail: arvind806@rediffmail.com
 

 

Dr. Ajay Kumar Chaudhary

 
Mo. 9827013532

 E-mail: thedoctorsfamily@gmail.com
 

 
Dr. G.K. Nagar,

 
Mo. 98262 66609

 E-mail: gopalnagar70@gmail.com

 

Dr. Satish Joshi,

 
Mo. 93013 45532, 9755586971

 E-mail: drjoshi_s@yahoo.com

 
 

Dr. S.M. Sirothia

 
Mo. 94256 35686

 E-mail: shyam.sirothiya@gmail.com

 
 

Dr. Vallabh Mundra

 
Mo. 9826222552

 E-mail: drmundravallabh@rediffmail.com

 Dr. Ashok Mishra

 
Mo. 94251 12903

 
E-mail: drashokgrmc@yahoo.co.in

 
 

Dr. Rajeev Saxena

 
  

Mo. 9425152550

 
E-mail:

 

saxenacosmeticclinic@yahoo.in

 
 

Dr. Amarjit Singh Bhalla

 
Mo. 98262 66385

 
E-mail: asbhalla13@gmail.com

 
 

Dr. Ashwani Syal

 
Mo. 9826056180

 
E-mail:

 

drasyal@gmail.com

 
 

Dr. Dilip Kumar Acharya
Mo. 98260 10500

E-mail: dilipacharya@gmail.com

Dr. Apoorva Tripathi
Mo. 9425004858, 8889913500

E-mail: apoorva_tripathi@yahoo.com

EDITOR,
 
I M A MP NEWS

 

Dr. R.K. Pathak

 

Mo. 98272 18427, 94073 37470
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NMC Protest News at a Glance
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IMA BRANCHES - PROTESTING NMCIMA BRANCHES - PROTESTING NMC

BurhanpurBurhanpur ChhindwaraChhindwara DamohDamoh

DevasDevas GunaGuna GwaliorGwalior

IndoreIndore

KhargoneKhargone

JabalpurJabalpur

MandsaurMandsaur

KhandwaKhandwa

MorenaMorena

NeemuchNeemuch RewaRewa SatnaSatna

ShajapurShajapur ShivpuriShivpuri VidishaVidisha
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National Medical Commission Bill has been sent to Parliament Standing Committee. IMA opposes 
NMC in its present form. We the representatives of all the modern medicine doctors of India appeal to you to 
consider the following points:- 

Private Medical Colleges:- 

1. NMC is a pro private management bill paving the way for widespread corruption. It removes all the 
regulations before starting a medical college. No one needs any permission. 

2. Any private medical college can raise its UG/PG seats by itself. 

3. Only up to 40% of seats in a private medical college can be regulated by the Government. For 60% or 
more seats the private colleges will fix the rates. 

4. Huge loopholes in financial penalties ranging from 5 crores to 100 crores opening the flood gates of 
corruption. 

5. As a result medical education in the country will become expensive placing the lower socio economic 
groups in great disadvantage. 

Privileges of the States:-

1. Only 5 states will be represented in NMC at any point of time. The other 24 will be unrepresented. 

2. The state medical councils which are sovereign bodies through enactment of state legislatures will 
come directly under NMC. 

3. The universities do not have a representation in NMC. One per state will be represented in an advisory 
body called Medical Advisory Council. 

Crosspathy:- 

1. Unscientific mixing of systems will endanger the lives of patients. 

2. Provides separate registration and bridge courses for AYUSH practitioners to enable them to practice 
modern medicine. 

3. Joint medical council meetings will ensure mixing the curriculum of all the systems. 

Foreign Medical Graduates:- 

1. Any foreign doctor can practise in India without any restriction. 

2. The screening test for Foreign Medical Graduates has been abolished. 

Indian Medical Graduates:-

All Indian Medical graduates should undergo a licentiate exam to be allowed to practise. 

LETTERS WRITTEN TO PRIME MINISTER, MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENTS & PARLIAMENTARY 

STANDING COMMITTEE FOR HEALTH & FAMILY WELFARE - OPPOSING 

NATIONAL MEDICAL COMMISSION BILL IN PRESENT FORM
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Undemocratic non representative:- 

1. Out of 25 members only 5 will be elected and they are part time with no power to them. 

2. A group of non medical members are included 

3. All the non elected members will be either Government officials or nominated by the Government. 

This bill is anti people since it is pro rich and pro private managements. The cost of medical education 
and healthcare will raise astronomically. It is anti patient since it promotes unscientific mixing of systems. It 
closes the gate for Indian Medical graduates while opens the gate for foreign doctors and foreign educated 
medical graduates. 

A medical bill without the concurrence of the medical profession will be a disaster. 

We appeal to you to call IMA as a major stakeholder for discussion & addressing the objections with 
visionary outcome acceptable to the fraternity. In the view of medical education & healthcare of this 
Country it is imperative to address these serious objections raised by IMA. 

Dr. Pushpraj Bhatele
Honorary State Secretary 
IMA MP State Branch.

To,

 The Presidents & Secretaries 

All Local Branches under IMA MP State Branch

All branches are requested to Elect State Council Representative and intimate the 

state office their name with full postal address, e-mail address and telephone numbers. The 

Representatives for State Council will be on the following scale (Rule 19B):

From 10 to 25 Members : One Representative

From 26 to 100 Members : One additional Representative for every 
25 members or part there of.

For every additional 100 members : One additional Representative. 
or part there of the part not being 
less than 50 members

Representation of the Local Branch to the State Council shall be calculated each year 

on the number of Members on Register of the State Branch on behalf of whom SFC has been 

received by the State Office by 31st March along with Addressographs.
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Barnagar Branch –

14.11.2017 - A “Run for Health” was organized on the 
occasion of “World Diabetes Day”. Large mass of 
youth and all age groups participated and finally run 
ended in Gandhi chowk where participants were 
honoured by medals and free blood sugar check-up 
was done. In evening there was a presentation on 
diabetes prevention.

Burhanpur Branch –

02.11.2017 – A CME was organized in IMA Hall on 
“Role of Laparoscopic Surgery in Today's Era”, 
Speaker – Dr. Siddharth Jain, MS Gastro Surgery.     

4.11.2017- A CME was organized at Hotel Tapti 
Retreat. Topic - Endocrine Disorders, Speaker- Dr. 
Prashant Somani, MD, DM (Endocrinology). 

Chhatarpur Branch –

Following members were elected for the year 2017-
2018.
President Dr. R. P. Gupta
Vice Presidents Dr. Sangeeta Choubey

Dr. Mahesh Pahariya
Secretary Dr. Sushma Khare
Joint Secretaries Dr. Kapil Khurana

Dr. Piyush Bajaj

Chhindwara Branch –

29.10.2017 A CME was organized at Hotel Karan. 
Speakers were Dr Pankaj Raut, Cardiologist and 
Dr. C. Chikhale, Orthopedician.

10.11.2017 - World Immunization Day was celebrated 
with the motto that Every child is important & Catch 
up immunization is necessary for every drop out.

26.11.2017 – A CME was conducted at Hotel Karan . 
Speakers Dr Punit Jandial & Dr Manoj Pethe.

14-11-2017 & cky fnol o varjjk"Vz~h; Mk;fcfVt fnol ds 
miy{; esa fNanokM+k vkbZ-,e-,- }kjk 'kgj esa fofHkUu dk;Zdze 
vk;ksftr fd;s x;s f'k'kq okMZ ftyk vLirky esa cPpksa ds lkFk 
;g fnol f[kykSus] Vksih] LohV~l oxSjg forfjr dj euk;k 
x;k A ekbyLVksu bafXy'k ek/;e Ldwy esa Mz~kbZx djkbZ xbZ o 
fx¶V] VkWQhl] f[kykSus oxSjg cPpksa esa ckaVs x, A mUgsa bl 
fnol dh egRrk o Mk;fcfVt tSls jksxks ls cpus ds fy, 
thou 'kSyh es /;ku nsuk o vuq'kklu ls thus dh egRrk 
le>kbZ xbZ A 

Branch Activities
thou o LokLF; dks Bhd j[kus ds fy, [ksy dwn dh 

egRrk dks /;ku esa j[kdj Mk;fcVht fnol ij MkWDVj bysou 
o iatkc bysou ds e/; fdzdsV eSp [ksyk x;k A fofHkUu 
esfMdy vks-ih-Mh- es Hkh 'kqxj dh tkap dj ejht dks ;Fkk laHko 
le>kb'k nh xbZ A

01.12.2017 - World AIDS Day was celebrated. Nursing 
hostel students and paramedical students were 
addressed by District AIDS Cell, IMA, and other 
NGOs. Queries among students were also solved.

07.12.2017 – As School Chale Project Substance Abuse 
was the topic for school sessions this time. IMA 
member Dr Ranjana Tandekar took a detailed session 
for students of Excellence School Chhindwara.  Dr. 
Mamta Andeo addressed the students of MLB School 
with the same topic. Dr. Sudhir Shukla took a session 
in Milestone English Medium School, Chandangaon.

08.12.2017-Talk delivered today on “Substance 
Abuse” at Chhoti MLB School. 

18.12.2017 – Installation Ceremony was held.
 President Dr  Shobha Moitra
Secretary Dr Ghanshyam Dubey

Dhar Branch – 

04.11.2017-  A CME was organized on Topic1 - 
Concept of Spine Foundation, Speaker - Dr. Shekhar 
Bhojraj, Spine Surgeon, Mumbai. Topic2 - Evaluation 
of Backache, Speaker - Dr. Akhashy Jain, Indore. After 
CME free Check up Camp on Spine Problems was 
held at District Hospital. 

11.11.2017– A CME was organized on Topics: 1. 
Myeloprol i fera t ive  Neoplasms  -  Cl in ica l  
Manifestations & Pathogenesis, 2. Diagnosis of 
Myelofibrosis - WHO 2016 Criteria, 3. Diagnosis of 
Polycythemia Vera - WHO 2016 criteria, Speaker - Dr. 
Prateek Tiwari. 

9.12.2017-  A CME was organized in IMA Hall. 
Topic1- “4 Dimensions of Health Heart, how not to 
become a Cardiologist's Patient”, Speaker- Dr. 
Siddhant Jain MD, DM (Cardiologist). Topic2- “DVT 
& Pulmonary Embolism Clearing Misconceptions”, 
Speaker – Dr. Mohammed Ali, MS, M.CH, FIACS.

Greater Bhopal –

28.10.2017 – A CME was organized at Marriot Hotel. 
Topic1 – “Changing Landscape of Interventional 
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Cardiology”, Speaker – Dr. Nilesh Gautam, Topic2 – 
“Congenital Heart Disease & its Ramification”, 
Speaker – Dr. Zeena Makhija.    

29.10.2017 – A CME was organized on “Know 
everything about Insulin” at Marriot Hotel. 

14.11.2017 – On the occasion of “World Diabetes Day”, 
a Diabetic Camp was organized at Sudha Clinic, 
Sonagiri. 

17.11.2017 - A CME on Oncology was organized at 
Hotel Jehan Numa. Speaker1 Dr. T.P. Sahoo spoke on 
“Treating Cancer in present Era”. 2. Dr. Vishu V., 
Nuclear Med. Spoke on “Oncological Tool”. 

21.11.2017 - A MIPH for Piles operative workshop for 
surgeons was organized. 9 cases of MIPH operated 
and 1 STARR procedure was done. A free piles 
examination camp was done yesterday and a 
operative session and orientation workshop today on 
world Piles Day. 10 surgeons from peripheral area 
attended and had a  hands on experience for MIPH. 

10.12.2017 - A BMD Camp was organized at Sonagiri. 

25.12.2017 – A free Medical Camp was organized. 

26.12.2017 –Hba1c Camp was organized at Sudha 
Clinic, Sonagiri.

30.12.2017 – A Geriatric Health checkup camp was 
organized at Vardan Hospital.

Gwalior Branch - 

29.10.2017 – A CME on Critical Care was organized at 
Hotel Central Park. 

12.11.2017 – An exclusive program for doctors on 
Topic – “Stress Management in day to day Life of 
Doctor's” was organized at Dr Bhagat Sahay 
Auditorium. Speaker BK Shivani Didi.  

18.11.2017 – A CME on “MRI Imaging” was 
organized.  

25.11.2017 – A CME on “Blood Cancer” was organized 
at Hotel Ramay. 

29.11.2017 - Under School Chalen Abhiyan of IMA Dr 
Prakash Vir Arya had counseled parents at Growing 
Kids School, Ramtapura Gwalior. More than 50 
parents, students & school staff had attended the 
session & appreciated.

10.12.2017 – A CME on “3 Tesla MRI Imaging” was 
organized at Taj Usha Kiran Palace Hotel. 

31.12.2017 - To generate curiosity happiness and safe 
environment to Doctors in community - New Year eve 
was celebrated by nostalgic Sahaj Sufi Sangeet by 
Anandita Basu at Mangal Garden. 

Indore Branch –

15.10.2017-  A talk was organized on Topic- “Realistic 
and Practicable Religion for Doctors” Speaker - 
Acharya Dr. Shiv Muniji.

29.10.2017 – 

05.11.2017 - I

15.12.2017 – A CME on “Cardiac Update” was 
organized at Hotel Lemon Tree. Dr Manish Porwal, Dr 
Nitin Modi, Dr Sunil Sharma, Dr R R Tripathi were the 
Speaker's.

Jabalpur Branch – 

08.10.2017 - A dense forest excursion & free health 
check up camp was organised at Kunwara Forest 
House, near Baghraji. 

29.10.2017 – In association with Gayatri Parivar a 
Samuhik Punswan sanskar (Womb Ceremony) was 
organized to inculcate and promote Indian cultural 
traits in young generation from very beginning.

12.11.2017 – A "Lecture on Prevention & Lifestyle 
Management of Diabetes & Heart Diseases" was 
organized in  assoc ia t ion  with  'Pra japi ta  
Brahmakumari Ashram',  at Brahmakumaris Rajyog 
Bhawan, Bilahari. Speaker was Dr Vishal Kastwar.

26.11.2017 - A Diabetic Retinopathy Camp was 
organised at IMA House, Jabalpur by IMA Jabalpur 
Branch. Total 55 patients were examined.

07.12.2017 – As part of “World Disabled Day” an 
awareness program was organized in Vihans 
Punervas Kendra and financial aid was also provided 
to the centre. 

16.12.2017 - A multiple specialists Mega Health Camp 
was organized at G.S College of Commerce and 
Finance. 

16.12.2017 - A Blood Donation camp was organized at 
Cantt Hospital. 

A meeting with Mayor of Indore Mrs. 
Malini Goud was held with representatives of IMA 
Indore to contain the problem of Vector Born Diseases.

ndndore branch of IMA hosted the 62  IMA 
MPCON 2017 at Hotel Radisson Blu. The Conference 
was inaugurated by MCI Chairperson Dr. Jayshree 
Ben Mehta.
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17.12.2017 – A CME on “Thyroid Update” was 
organized at Hotel Satya Ashoka.    

23 .12 .2017 –  A Scient i f ic  Symposium on 
Hydroxychloroquine in T2DM was organized at 
Hotel Krishna. Topic1 - Diabetes and Inflammation 
Link, Speaker- Dr Altmash Shekh (Endo) Mumbai, 
Topic2 - Role of Hyq in T2DM, Speaker - Dr V K 
Bhardwaj(DM Endo), Topic3 - Pleotropic Benefits of 
Hyq in T2DM, Speaker - Dr Ashish Dengra (MD 
Medicine). 

Senior members from the different specialty were 
felicitated and new members joined IMA gave their 
introduction. 

24.12.2017 – A free medical checkup camp was 
organized with Dawoodi Bohra Community at               
Bohra Gali, Kotwali Bazar, Jabalpur. 

Katni Branch –

08.11.2017 - A mega health check up camp cum cancer 
& tobacco control programme camp was organized 
forest village chhaparwah tah Badwara. Zonal 
Chairman Dr. Y Subba Rao explained the workers to 
stop tobacco chewing gutka gudakhu n smoking 
cigarette to prevent bad effects n cancers. 

Khandwa Branch – 

10.12.2017 – A CME was organized, Speakers- Dr 
Hussain Safdari and Dr Nitesh Patidar from Indore.

Khargone Branch – 

25.10.17 - Election was held. Following office bearers 
were elected:- 
President Dr. Ajay Jain
Secretary Dr. Nishant Mahajan

05.11.2017 – IMA Members participated in “Khargone 
Marathon”.

Mandsaur Branch – 

07.10.2017 – A Clinical Talk by Dr Lodha, Radiologist 
& Dr Mrs Lodha, Opthalmologist from Ratlam was 
organized. 

16.10.2017 – A clinical meeting was organized.

18.11.2017 – A CME on “Endoscopy Spine Surgery” 
was organized Hotel Rituvan. Speaker Dr Asit 
Bhoyar, Spine Surgeon from Ahmedabad. 

25.11.2017 – A CME on “Bairatic Surgery” was 
organized at Hotel Rituvan. Speaker - Dr Sapan Jain. 

08.12.2017 - A clinical meeting was organized at Civil 
Hospital. Topics1 - MCI Guidelines for Ethical 
Practice, Speaker – Dr. Rajendra Airen, Member Ethics 
Committee MCI. Topic2 - CPA Legal View, Speaker - 
Advocate Rajendra Tarvecha. Topic3 - How to avoid 
Medico Legal issues & Voilence in Clinical Practice - 
practical tips by Dr Vimal Mehta. 

23.12.2017 – A CME was organized at Hotel City 
Crown. Topic - Issues in Blood Transfusion & mini 
update on Bone Marrow Transplant (BMT), Speaker - 
Dr Vinay Bohara, MD, DM, Indore.

24.12.2017 – A workshop on newly introduced “Daily 
DOTS Treatment” was organized at Civil Hospital. 
Speaker Dr. Atul Kharate, Stat T.B. Officer from 
Bhopal & Dr. Jani. 

Neemuch Branch – 

29.10.2017 - Oath taking Ceremony and Diwali get 
together was organized at IMA house.  District Judge 
Mr Mahesh Bhadakariya and  ADM Mr Vinay Dhoka 
were guest of honor.

01.11.2017 – On the occasion of Madhya Pradesh 
Sthapana Diwas, a Swachchha Abhiyan Rally was 
organized. 

14.11.2017 – On the occasion of “World Diabetes Day”, 
an Awareness and Diagnostic Camp of Diabetic 
Retinopathy was organized at Dr Bhandari Eye 
Hospital. 

14.11.2017 – On the occasion of “Children's Day”, a 
free diagnostic, check up and medicine distribution 
camp was organized at Govt. Primary School. 
Stationary, water bottles and chocolates were also 
distributed. 

18.11.2017 – A CME was organized in association with 
Geetanjali Hospital, Udiapur. 

22.12.2017 - A CME on Topic - Update in Tuberculosis 
was organized, Speaker- Dr Y K Jani from WHO. 

Sagar Branch –

10.12.2017 – A BP & Diabetes checkup camp was 
organized at Ravindra Bhawan, 

17-11-2017 & L=h jksx fo'ks"kK] bafM;u esfMdy ,lksfl,'ku ,oa 
,e-vkj- ;wfu;u ds }kjk LoPN lkxj LoLFk lkxj vfHk;ku ds 
rgr tkx:drk jSyh fudkyh xbZ A 

Satna Branch –

17.12.2017 – A health camp of Girls of Upkar Society 
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was organized at Gandhi Children Hospital under 
IMA Satna Lalima Abhiyan. Health checkup, blood 
test, dietary advice and supplementation of Iron Folic 
acid were given to needy girls.

21-12-2017& bafM;u esfMdy ,lksfl,'ku }kjk cPpksa es ckSf/nd 
fodkl dks izksRlkgu gsrq fp=dyk izfr;ksfxrk dk vk;kstu 
LFkkuh; Hkjgqr uxj fLFkr fyfVy vafty ifCyd Ldwy esa f'k'kq 
jksx fo'ks"kK ,oa vkbZ-,e-,- okbl izsflMSaV MkW- jkds'k vxzoky ds 
usr`Ro esa vk;ksftr fd;k x;k A fot;h cPpks dks  vkbZ-,e-,- 
izsflMsaV MkW- lquhy vxzoky }kjk lfVZfQdsV ,oa fx¶V iznku fd;s 
x, lkFk gh lHkh lgHkkxh cPPkksa dks Hkh izksRlkgu gsrq izkbt fn, 
x, A

Shahdol Branch –

12.10.2017 - election was held. Following members 
were elected .
President Dr. S. C. Tripathi
Secretary Dr. Aditya Dwivedi
Treasurer Dr. Pankaj Shrivastav

Shajapur Branch  -

28.10.2017 - A CME was organized on the topic “Joint 
Pain in Chikengunea”, Speaker - Dr Aashish Badhika, 
Rheumatologist for Indore.

01.11.2017 – A Seminar was organized on “Breast 
Cancer” under World Breast Cancer awareness month 
covering the topics diagnosis, sign and symptoms, 
causes and treatment. Introduction was given by Dr 
Smriti Thakur, diagnosis by Dr Duraiyya Khadwala, 
Sign Symptoms and Causes by Dr Rohini Mahanaike 
and Treatment and Investigations by Dr Archana 
Gupta. More than 100  ladies of Lions Club and Mahila 
Mandal attended the seminar.  

13-11-2017& ,d laxks"Bh vk;ksftr dh xbZ] Lihdj ds :i esa 
MkW- egsUnz HkaMkjh, (Pioneer in Kidney Transplant in 

India), o"kZ 2000 esa i|Jh vokMZ izkIr] visiting Prof. & 

Senior Bio Scientist at the Vattikuti Urology Institute 
( VUI) in Detroit, MI mifLFkr Fks A MkW- HkaaMkjh }kjk vkbZ-,e-,- 
ds fpfdRldksa dks xzkeh.k LokLF; ds laca/k esa tkudkjh nh xbZ A 
fpfdRlk ,oa iSjkesfMdy LVkWQ }kjk xzkeh.k vapy ,oa nwjLFk 
{ks=ksa esa LokLF; lqfo/kk dSls igqapkbZ tkos ,oa vesfjdk esa fcuk 
fpfdRldksa ds dSls iSjkesfMdy LVkWQ }kjk LokLF; lqfo/kk,a 
igqapkbZ tkrh gS A bl laca/k esa egRoiw.kZ tkudkjh nh rFkk vkbZ-
,e-,- ds lnL;ksa dks ekuoh; laosnuk ds lkFk dk;Z djus gsrq 
izsfjr fd;k x;k A

19.11.2017 - A Stress Management Workshop on 
Relaxation techniques for body & mind, Changing 

thought pattern with deep understanding of mind 
was organized, Speaker - Dr. M.S Hora.

02.12.2017 - An Educational Meet was organized at 
Hotel Kanha Palace. Topic- GDM and PCOS, Speaker - 
Dr Nilesh Dalal, HOD Obs & Gyn MY Hospital, 
Indore.

18.12.2017 - A seminar was organized at M.G. Convent 
School on the topic of “Self Motivation for better 
Studies and Goal Setting” for 10th and 12th standard 
students under “Aao School Chale Programme”, 
Speaker - Dr M.S. Hora, MD. 

20.12.2017 – As part of Aao School Chale activity and 
social work, sweaters were donated to 100 children in 
at Govt. Primary School. 

Shivpuri Branch –

11.11.2017 - A CME on “Swine Flu & use of Mechanical 
Ventilation” was organized at Tourist Village, 
Shivpuri. Speaker - Dr Anupam Thakur. 

Ujjain Branch –

22.12.2017 - Dr Dilip Kumar Acharya, Chairman, IMA 
National Cancer & Tobacco Control Committee 
delivered a talk on "Quit Tobacco - Why & How?" to 
the medical students, in the IMA MP Students Wing 
conference at Ujjain followed by interactive session. 

23.12.2017 – A Rangoli Competition was also 
ndorganized at 2  Annual Conference of IMA MP State 

Students Wing at Patel Gardens Ujjain MP "CIMCON 
2k17". 

Vidisha Branch – 
New IMA Team Vidisha 
President  -  Dr  Surendra Kumar Sonkar 
Secretary   -  Dr Anup Varma 

07.10.2017 – A workshop on “Recent update regarding 
tuberculosis” was organized, Speaker – Dr. Atul 
Kharate, State TB Officer. 

18.11.2017 - A CME on “Recent Update of Diabetes & 
Its Complication Management and Thyroid Disease 
and Its Complications and Management was 
organized at Hotel Suraksha, Speaker - Dr Sachin 
Chitawar, DM. 

19.11.2017 – A CME on “Prevention and Recent 
Update in Cancer Management” was organized at 
Janpad Panchayat Conference Hall, Speaker - Dr Sunil 
Kumar, DM (Oncology).
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State Secretary's Corner

Dear friends, 

Happy New Year 2018!

“Together we can win”

I really fell honoured to hold the office of Honorary State Secretary of I.M.A. 
Madhya Pradesh. It is all because of blessings, guidance of seniors & co-operation of 
every member of I.M.A. M.P.

In today's scenario of Medical field, we need to strengthen our Association by 
making every Allopathic Doctor, a member of this August body. I really feel that unity is 
strength, so be united for betterment of medical profession. 

I truly assure each & every member of IMA M.P. that I will do the best of my capability to do the justice to this 
post of Honorary Secretary. 

 egRoiw.kZ ckr ;g gS fd ;fn dksbZ O;fDr ljkguh; dk;Z djrk gS rks cgqr de yksx mldh ljkguk djrs gS cfYd mlds izfr bZ";kHkko 
j[krs gS A mlh le; mlds vkxs dh ydhj cukus dh lksps rks gekjk y{; Hkh curk gS vkSj ldkjkRed dne vkxs c<+rk gS A ldkjkRed 
lksp vk'kk dk lapkj djrh gS vkSj thou dks lgh fn'kk vkSj xfr iznku djrh gS] vius vkSj lcds thou esa g"kksZYykl dk lapkj djrh gS 
vr% vk'kkoknh gksdj vkbZ-,e-,- dks izxfr'khy cukbZ;s A

As already communicated to all the local branch Presidents and Secretaries, I once again request the 
followings:-

• Please E-mail all the Activity Report of Branches along with Photographs to imampstate@gmail.com or to 

WhatsApp No. 7869089452, so that same can be published in our News letter – IMA MP News. On the basis 
of these reports branches are given various awards during the Annual Conference.

• Please conduct election of office bearers of your branch and send the names with contact details including 
st 

E-mail & WhatsApp Number of office bearers at the earliest. (Association year is from 1 October to 
th

30  September next year). Elections are to be conducted every year.

• Please enroll new member to IMA and send their State Headquarter's Fund Contribution (SHFC) to the state 

office. Present rate of SHFC are as follows:-

Single Life Member : Rs. 8,350/-

Couple Life Members : Rs. 12,050/-

All payments are be made in favour of “Indian Medical Association M.P. State Branch” payable at 
“Jabalpur”. The Present address for communication with State Office is Hony. State Secretary, IMA M.P. 
State, C/o Vijaya Memorial Medicare & Research Centre, 806, Golbazar, Jabalpur – 482 002 (M.P.), 
Ph. 0761-2404940, Mo. 7869089452.

Thanks

Dr. Pushpraj Bhatele
Honorary State Secretary






